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SARA FAVRIAU  / lives and works in Paris  / sarafavriau@gmail.com  /  website : sarafavriau.com

Solo Shows

2022    The oasis reborn / Afalula, RCU, Manifesto / Alula, KSA
             Le cran vous dés(s)ape comme un petit vers tout nu / Maison des arts de Malakoff / Malakoff, F
             Au comble de la ribambelle / Atelier d’Estienne / Pont Scorff, F
2021    Par terre, une saison bleuie et une lame damassée / Design Parade, Villa Noailles / Hyères , F
            L’interruption d’un printemps / Carmignac Foundation / Ile de Porquerolles, F
           Je pense à une vache volage dans un champs (...) / Galerie Maubert, F
            SUITE Programme (CNAP) / Zebra 3 / Bordeaux, F
2020   Cairn ou le cercle Vertueux / International Fashion Festival / Villa Noailles /  Hyères, F
            tailler la marche / Forest Festival of Ile de France / Forest of Fontainebleau, F
2019   mauvais Genres / Un instant avant le monde / Rabat Art Biennale / Rabat,  M
           Miel / Paroxysm of sublime / French Los Angeles Exchange (FLAX) / Los Angeles,  USA
           ARCO Art Fair / Madrid, E
2018   rien n’est moins comparable / Beyond bliss, Bangkok Art Biennale / Bangkok, T
           virgule, ou tout simplement brigands / CNEAI / Paris,  F
           Sans réserve / MAC VAL / Paris,  F
2017   Independent Brussels, Art Fair / Brussels, B
           ou, prologue pour une chimère / Château de Chaumont / Chaumont sur Loire, F
2016   la redite en somme,  ne s’amuse pas de sa répétition singulière / Palais de Tokyo / Paris, F
           grandir amplement / Le Silo, L’échangeur-CNDC / Chateau Thierry, F
2015   Poésie de la matière  / Parcours Saint Germain  / Paris, F

Group Shows

2021 

2019

2018 
2017
2016    
2015  
             
2014 

2013
           

2012    
2011   

Desperado / Zebra 3 / Bordeaux, F
Comme de longs échos /  La Garenne Lemot / Clisson, F
Some of us / NordArt / Curated by Jerôme Cotinet Alphaize / Büdelsdorf,  A
Biennale PACT(E) / Carreaux du Temple /  Paris, F
Palimpseste / Graineterie / Houilles, F
Architectures Intérieures / Galerie L’ENSA / Curated by Formes Élémentaires / Paris, F
Les leçons d’Anatomie / Atelier Quattrocento / Curated by Alain Berland / Paris,  F
Sans réserve / MAC VAL / Vitry-sur-Seine, F
Le carré dans le carré / Galerie Maubert / Paris, France
26 rue du Départ / Galerie Maubert / Paris, France
Obscure - Clarté / La Confidentielle / Curated by David Rosenberg / Paris, France        
YIA art fair #04 / Carreaux du Temple / Paris, France
 La part des anges / Galerie Maubert / Paris, France
Cabanes Georgina / Marseillle Capitale Européenne Culture / Marseille, France 
Sur place - à emporter / Atelier Lebras /  Nantes, France  
PARIS 55-65 / E.S.A - curated by Simon Boudvin / Paris, France
exCitation / Galerie Maubert / Paris, France
Société anonyme / Galerie Maubert / Paris, France

Collection

2022 Collection Provence Verte / Chateauvert, F
2021 Collection FRAC Normandie / Caen, F
2020     Collection FRAC Centre /  Orléans, F
2019     Collection Emerige / 1 building, 1 artwork, F
             Collection BAB  /  Bangkok, T
2018     Collection  MAC VAL  /  Val de Marne, F
2017     Collection FMAC  /  Paris, F 
2016      Collection FDAC  /  Essonne, F

Residency

2022 Residency programme in AlUla operated by Manifesto / The Royal Commission for AlUla (RCU) 
 and the French Agency for AlUla development (Afalula) / AlUla, KSA
 Residency - SOMA, Marseille, F
 Residency - the Gilbert Martin agricultural high school twinned with the the Photographic Center
 from Rouen / Le Neubourg, F
2021 Residency -  Atelier Bird, in partnership with Musée Estrine the municipality of St Remy  
 de Provence / St Remy de Provence, F
2020  Residency - Collaboration INRAE Avignon & IRSTEA Aix-en-Provence, F
2019      Residency - French Los Angeles Exchange (FLAX) / Los Angeles, USA
2017      Residency programme art et monde du travail / Ministère de la Culture, partenariat CNEAI, F       

http://


Prix

2018      Awarded of the Pierre Cardin Prize of the Academy of Fine Arts / Paris, F
2015      Awarded of the Amis du Palais de Tokyo Prize / Paris, F
2014      Awarded of the best installation Prize, YIA art fair #04 / Paris, F

Conférences - Workshops - Parutions

2022 Conference / ESA (Ecole Supérieure d’Architecture) /  Paris,  F
 Workshop, Conference / Université Jean Monnet / St Etienne,  F
2021 Talk / Creators speak out against the ecological emergency : F. Hallé & S. Favriau
 Fondation Thalie /  Bruxelles, B
 Ecology et eco-feminism / workshop, Beaux arts de Reims, F
2020  Cycle of Conferences -Talking Heads / Villa Braunbehrens Air / Heidelberg, A           
            Invited by Fondation Camargo / Collaboration Institut Pythéas / Cassis, F
2018      Atelier A / Arte                
 Le studio des écritures #4 / Interview with Sally Bonn / Radio DUUU, F
 2016      RADIO / Fondation Louis Vuitton montrer la poésie,with Maria Inés Rodriguez
 invitation by Nathalie Viot / Paris, F
              Les carnets de la création / France Culture with Aude Lavigne / Paris, F
2015      Conférence SciencePo / Alumni SciencePo / Paris, F
              50 52 - 50 Artistes - Edition 11-13, F
2013      Publication, The Drawer / trimestriel / Funny Games, F

Project support

2021 Aide au projet / CNAP,  F
 Aide au Projet / Fondation des Artistes,  F
2018      AIC / DRAC Ile de France, F 

Collaborations

2020 Je vois trouble longuement un paysage transitoire / Project with scientists from URFM of  
 INRAE Avignon, / Avignon, F
2016 Curating - la redite en somme (...) sa répétition singulière / Palais de Tokyo / Paris, F
2014      Jury art plastique / ENSA la Villette / Paris, F
2013      Jury art plastique / ENSA la Villette / Paris, F
2012      Collaboration - performance / choreographer Muriel Bourdeau - le risque zéro n’existe  
 pas, festival ZOA / La loge theater / Paris, F
2010      Collaboration with choreographer Eva Vandest / June Events Festival, CDCN &
 Atelier de Paris / Paris, F
              Collaboration with Compagnie Sabdag / Nous n’irons pas à Avignon, Festival / Gare au
 théâtre / Vitry, F

https://camargofoundation.org/fr/programmes/programmes-en-partenariat/other/sara-favriau/
https://www.arte.tv/fr/videos/081647-012-A/sara-favriau/
https://www.duuuradio.fr/episode/le-studio-des-ecritures-4-sara-favriau
https://soundcloud.com/fondation-louis-vuitton/radio-2-montrer-la-poesie
https://www.franceculture.fr/emissions/les-carnets-de-la-creation/sara-favriau-plasticienne


Sara Favriau, summons forms, symbols and processes of popular nature to transpose them. Processes by which sculptures, installations, perfor-
mances are in dialogue; a hut, a dugout, a bow, a tree, the Voguing... are elements which are part of her formal and conceptual vocabulary, carrying 
their own dramaturgy: their setting in poetic act. It is an encounter between past, present and future that she has been developing for years. How 
the past and its heritage, progress and its discoveries, how these two temporalities, can be - by their putting in common - singular. This crossbree-
ding is at the heart of her intentions: to interweave metamorphosis, fiction, and essay, according to a simple form. According to essential actions, 
like a tree-canoe that crosses a sea, to find a forest. A virtuous mixture, approached with humor, whose poetic form  exists until the title of its works.



marronage (marronnage)
2020 - Small work for larger work: Crossing of a tree -pirogue from Hyères to Porquerolles - Thuja, hemp  
0,40 x 0,20 x 0,10 m

Project in progress with INRAE Avignon - 2020 / 2023

Partners: INRAe, ONF, Fondation Camargo, CNAP, Fondation des artistes

«Je vois trouble longuement un paysage transitoire», is a project of «inforestation» 
with scientists from the Institut National de Recherche en Agriculture, Alimentation 
et Environnement (INRAE Avignon). It will take place inside the site of Font-Blanche, 
an experimental station for the study of Mediterranean woodlands, where trees are 
dying out as a result of climate change. The forest will become the focus of a project 
and of a cross-cutting, interdisciplinary, long-term work.  It will take place in situ. Sara 
Favriau will intervene, prune, sculpt, also perform; invite a dancer, an author, film a 
performance...

An operation where the forest, more than a subject, is a place for engagement. The 
project, beyond its environmental status, will be a double thinking around posture, 
investment, experience, also the potential of an ephemeral work. This «perishable» 
character will create other works, this metamorphosis will arouse other imaginary, 
other fictions. As for example a tree-pirogue will navigate from the Villa Noailles to 
the Carmignac Foundation before becoming a video.

With this transversal and collaborative project, the aim is to make the forest visible. 
The encounters as well as the works will be, in the face of climate change and the 
forest cohesion, not militant but poetic and committed. 



Les petits rien
View of one element of the work les petits rien n°3 - Les petits rien catalogues, archives, both cultural and natural elements of the soil of each region travelled through. 
Hybrid, these sculptures, sometimes tiny, are made from walks in the environment where I am invited. As many materials as the localities, all singular, offer; stones, plants, 
bones, feathers, debris, uses… where the landscape first appears in the studio in the form of a collection, then reveals itself in an installation. A linear installation that as-
sembles and mixes the specific elements of each region: sculptures, some of them tiny, form a local lexicon, by being installed in a common and linear way; a grammar, 
whose structure, comes from the exploitation and the environment.



Les petits rien
Installation in the Mabiti palm grove - The oasis reborn, AlUla, Saudi Arabia - 2022 - 26 small sculptures made with gleaned local materials that come from two «entities»: a personal collection during the exploration of a specific site in the oasis, 
and the tri-selection of archaeologists who have excavated the same site. This part of the oasis, called Summer farm, is made up of abandoned mud farms. They were the object of research by ARCHAIOS archaeologists for both Afalula and 
the RCU. Rocks, plants, bones ... are the product of personal wanderings in this abandoned environment of the oasis. When the materials of use, household, are those resulting from the research and excavations carried out in the ruins of 
the farms by the archaeologists. These assembled pieces are a crossbreeding that hybridizes walks and excavations. These sculptures form a lexicon, a grammar, symbolizing a mix between culture and AlUla ‘s environment. They are also 
the result of a conversation between scientific and artistic research - Variable dimensions, mixed materials.

© Malo Legrand



© Malo Legrand



© Malo Legrand



Les petits rien n°2 
Les petits rien n°2 - Installation view, Atelier Bird, St Remy de Provence, 2022 - Installation of 23 small sculptures - Here, this installation concentrates 
the Alpilles and the Camargue. Provence cane, Aleppo pine, salt crystals, fragments of driftwood, limestone… - Variable dimensions, mixed materials.







Les petits rien n°3 
Les petits rien n°3 - Installation view - Solo show, D’autres fondements, des partages, des hommes séparés avec des chiens et des chats. Quinze jours affranchis (Other foundations, 
sharing, separated men with dogs and cats. Fifteen days free of charge) - SOMA, Marseille, 2022 - Installation of 28 small sculptures - Here, this installation focuses on the Calanques 
and the Blue Coast of Marseille. Provence cane, Aleppo pine, juniper seeds, Kermes oak acorns, pine needles, cartridges, car headlight debris… - Variable dimensions, mixed materials.







Le ruban de Möbius (The Moebius strip)
First part of the installation, in a mud farm in the heart of the AlUla palm grove - The oasis reborn, AlUla, Saudi Arabia - 2022 - The Moëbius ribbon is an open-air installation in two parts. It embraces the whole of a mud farm. 1/ a rope forming 
a knot is housed in the last and most secret room of the farm. 2/ a cord of palm leaf ash runs through two rooms of the truss, open to the outside. In this first part, a rope is braided from the middle of a palm leaf, to which other leaf-ropes are 
tied to form a thick bond. A large tangle, set in a closed but open room of an old ruined farmhouse : Nature tangles with Culture. This rope is created from the stems of palm leaves. These stalks, which appear to be rigid, have been broken 
and softened to become fibre, then twisted and braided. The natural fibres were untied and then rewoven in a cultural way. The trunk of the rising palm has disappeared. Only the leaves remain, witnesses and traces of life. The rope embo-
dies the link from heaven to earth. The knot, the entanglement, evokes both tensions and correspondences between Nature and Culture. A bowl of palm leaf ash is placed at the foot of the installation. Its presence evokes the cycle (repair/
destruction) as well as the presence of humans. Indeed, many fires are organised in the oasis by the owners. The date palms, in cultivation, ravaged by parasites and their palms falling from the canopy, are permanently burnt. The oasis 
smokes on the ground, at the feet of the date palms. However, the ashes from these fires are then used to fertilise the soil by placing them around the palm trees. Here again, it is a question of cycle and circularity.



Second part of the installation - Palm leaves were burnt in situ in the remains of an open-air mud farm. This farm is located in the cultivated, fertile part of the AlUla palm grove. The leaves, which can still be seen, now form a line of 
ash. A small, controlled fire, fuelled by the human, has burned down to dusk. The ashes now trace a path in the form of a cordon. A path that reveals and highlights the space of this old building. They follow the still standing walls of 
the farm. Symbolically, this link of ashes that embraces the farm is an attention, a ritual. Once a fire, the ashes of the leaves now fertilize, protect, feed the hearth and remind us of it. They also colour the floor of the farm. Here, the 
earth element is at one with the two elements that do not exist without each other: air and fire. 
Through the form of the cord, the notion of link is summoned: like an immaterial extension, untied from the first part of the installation of the moëbius ribbon: the «leaf-cord». Indeed, visible from the outside, in the palm grove, the 
cord of ashes leads to the only invisible room in the farm, where there is another work: a rope braided from the stem of palm leaves and forming a knot. This cord, this disembodied ash link, thus leads to another more materialized 
link, embodied by the leaf-rope. Together they form a unique and polysemous installation.

© Malo Legrand



© Malo Legrand

Details of the first part of the installation.



© Malo Legrand



© Malo Legrand

Details of the second part of the installation - Ash from burnt palms in situ, the shape of the leaves still visible, in the heart of the farm.



© Malo Legrand



Composed of abandoned mud farms, the palm trees in this area were also 
devastated. Pebbles from the surrounding area were collected to be broken 
and crushed with other rocks by seven performers. The performers are native 
men and women of AlUla. Pebbles follow one another, and under their hands 
are reduced one after the other to powder. There are in these fragments, the 
color of these minerals, reds, ochres, dark and white. The task is absurd, the 
concentration is sharp and the gestures are repeated for two hours. The oasis 
of Alula is located in a wadi that crosses two mountain ranges. The presence of 
stones on the ground, is the fragments of the tops of these mountains. 
Dumped in the wadi, they were used, mixed with the desert clay, to erect the 
farms of which some walls still remain. The region was first covered by the sea 
and was formed by plate tectonics thousands of years ago. Therefore, basalt, 
volcanic stone and sandstone are present in large quantities. Many deposits 
exist, the mineral load of the desert is strong. The collection of pebbles, their 
diversities, colors, varieties, specificities, result from this geological formation. 
Some of these varieties were also used as pigments to decorate the walls of 
farms with murals. 
Collecting is an old practice, the action of harvesting and immediately crushing 
has therefore all its meaning, with the only difference that during this per-
formance only the action of «gathering then fragmenting» was the leitmotiv. 
Neither end, nor result led the performers, only a repetitive, primitive action 
was the motivation. Like the tool, which, for this purpose, was a stone hardly 
harder than those intended to be fragmented and crushed. Coming from the 
same environment, other stones again, but flat, were placed on the ground, 
serving as a support for the action of shattering. The performers who are on 
the ground, are equal with the earth. They engaged their bodies and its own 
resources, as those of their environment. Unique. Gestures at first sight abs-
truse, for nothing, appeal to our collective memory. The symbol of the tool, a 
pebble, is the sign of our humanity and this same pebble shattered, destroyed, 
reminds us of our condition of living beings.  

L’éclatement (splintering)
Performance - The oasis reborn, AlUla, Saudi Arabia - 2022 - Performance in the 
desert, especially a part of Alula’s oasis, named Summer farm. 

© Malo Legrand
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«a rose is a rose,  rose» Gertude Stein

A sculpture is a performance, is a movie

Video project where the work is renewed. A plethora of films, all unique, 
already made and to be made, together form a constellation, around the 
elements water, fire, air and earth. 
All of them are declined around sculptures which are then activated by per-
formances. These performances, discrete, without spectators, are a «non-
event». The recording restores the performance, transforming it into fiction 
during the editing: each medium, their addition (sculpture - performance 
- film), increases the initial project, a sculpture, dismantling the idea that a 
work is circumscribed, more precisely, sanctuarised. A shift that resonates, 
interacts and makes the work and its transformation coexist over time: a 
transversality of practices that implies a transversality of thought and of 
the work.

Finally, this constellation is the project of an evolving work in transforma-
tion. This pleiad questions its eco-system, its circularity, as it questions its 
intangible status (exhibition, acquisition), towards a possible living status 
(evolving work, replayed, fictional, altered, appropriated by a plurality of 
actors).

Video tryptic - Exhibition view, D’autres fondements, des partages, des hommes séparés avec des chiens et des chats (...) (Other foundations, sharing, men separated with 
dogs and cats (...) ) - SOMA, Marseille,- 2022 - HD video, 13 min in loop - Three video-projected films - From left to right: A hut disintegrates under the effects of fire, while a 
pirogue-tree evolves from the continent towards an island on the Mediterranean Sea, when students from an agricultural high school dig the earth in search of the root networks 
of 9 oak stumps on a clear-cut plot in the forest - 



Pierrefeuilleciseau (stoneleafscissor)
2022 -  Vidéo HD,11 min - Pierrefeuilleciseau, is a diptych video that combines two performances; both experienced in the Saudi desert and oasis: the burst & the Moebius strip (see pages above). They were made 
discreetly with local actors in AlUla, Saudi Arabia, where I was in residence for eleven weeks in 2022, in AlUla in Northern Saudi Arabia. The residency was piloted by Manifesto, The Royal Commission for AlUla 
(RCU) and the French Agency for the Development of AlUla (Afalula).
AlUla is a city on the ancient incense route, inhabited for over 2000 years. It was a caravanning place where trade and exchange took place. Halfway between Jordan, where Petra is located, and Mecca, Alula is 
still a place of passage and supply in the middle of the Saudi desert. Petra in Jordan is a city built by the Nabateans. Temples were carved into the pink sandstone cliffs in the middle of the Jordanian desert. AlUla is 
located 20 km from a site of the same Nabatean civilization, Hegra. Hegra is a province of Petra. This people, the Nabataeans, are not only a generation of builders, but also proven engineers. The Nabateans knew 
how to transport, irrigate and find water in the desert - Direction, editing, sound, shooting : Sara Favriau - Shooting : Malo Legrand, Anais Veignant - Video excerpt :: https://vimeo.com/manage/videos/784378808

© Sara Favriau

https://vimeo.com/manage/videos/784378808


The longitudinal site of AlUla, crossed by the canopy of the oasis, is surrounded by a valley and the water 
of heavy winter rains (wadi & water table). The lushness of the date palms and other trees is evidence of 
the presence of water and nourishing minerals. The soil, its stones, are also evidence of its journey, as 
they were transported to the town of AlUla from the surrounding valley. The stones are remnants of the 
mountains, its resources and deposits. They are the fragments of the peaks. AlUla is an open-air tomb, 
but also a territory that has always been, past or present, a place of passage, of meeting, and therefore of 
life, at one with disappearance. This small town at the gates of Hegra is a palimpsest whose writing we, as 
contemporaries, continue to do. It is a territory where horizontality and verticality are a continuum; struck 
by so much presence, history, invisibility, I worked with this still elementary environment.

This film, with its double form, gives us back these many paradigms: taking the oasis as a starting point. 
Indeed, a palm grove is a cultivation, a vast irrigation site, which would not exist without the presence of 
humans. The oasis is, by definition, the antithesis of the desert. Yet both coexist. Nowhere is there nature 
without the trace and passage of humans. His passage alters, for better or worse.

This video with its three intertwined forms (installation - sculpture - performance), questions the notion of 
otherness: the film poetically reveals its paradoxes. As mentioned above, telluric and vegetal forces coha-
bit. Numerous fires are organised in the oasis by the owners. The date palms, in cultivation, ravaged by 
parasites and their palms falling from the canopy, are permanently burnt. The oasis smokes on the ground, 
at the feet of the date palms. However, the ashes from these fires are then used to fertilise the soil by 
placing them around the palm trees. Similarly, the water drawn from a water table, of which there are many 
wells, is pumped without economy and in oblivion of the ingenious Nabatean knowledge of irrigation. The 
water table dries up, the water is everywhere on the surface.

The film is the result of these three forms (installation - sculpture - performance), in this environment. The 
paradigms of this otherness, intertwined, are completed in a single poetic & anachronistic form, in this 
video. The installation is the landscape, which merges the dwelling (farm) and the garden (palm grove). 
The sculpture is the synthesis between this culture and nature. The performance is the symbiotic rela-
tionship between human beings and nature.

The performances took place in two different parts of the Alula oasis. Two specific geographies, and for 
each, a particular context.

1/ The break-up (see page 21) where one of the performances (breaking stones with stones) takes place is 
in the north of the oasis, formerly populated by green citrus and date palm gardens. The farms and crops 
were abandoned by order of the government to modernise the city of AlUla in the 1980s. The environment 
in the middle of the city is arid, the desert like abandonment is felt, the atmosphere is telluric, mineral, arid 
and silent. Nature, in this case the desert, takes its mark, the pink farms blend in with the soil and the valley.

2/ The Möbius strip, (see page 16) where the second performance takes place, (a string of palm leaves 
is carefully burnt) is situated five kilometres to the south, in the luxuriant environment of a palm grove still 
exploited by man. An oasis that has never ceased to abound with dates and citrus fruits, ever since the 
creation of AlUla several thousand years ago. However, the more scattered farms in the south are also a 
memory. Still present, they are no longer inhabited. The atmosphere is vegetal, abundant, the birds can be 
heard; the pink mud farms contrast with the green palms of the palm grove. Water, everywhere, is a sign 
of the presence of humans in the desert.

© Sara Favriau & Anais Veignant



Palingénésie ou prototype pour un arbre (Palingenesis or prototype for a tree)
Video - Agricultural college Gilbert Martin twinned with the Centre Photographique de Rouen - 2022 - This video is both a work and a trace of a performance. Trace, because this adventure was ephemeral, discreet, 
and only images from the sky (drone) could reveal the poetic impact of the intervention. Artwork, because the making of the video distinguishes itself from the performance to become an artwork in its own right. A 
panorama around the visibility of the roots, the multiple clear-cuts, the disappearance of a «forest», its reappearance, as a surrealist «labour» also destined to disappear.
It is an expedition to uncover the invisible - The adage tells us that the root network of a tree is the mirror of the crown of that same tree. In other words, this buried network of roots, this image of symmetry, allows 
us to imagine the invisible. Students at the Gilbert Martin agricultural high school in Neubourg (Normandy) left for an immersion trip to the Beaumont-le-Roger forest. This plot of land has been clear-cut and is now 
replaced by a vast field. Out of a set of 9 cut stumps, part of the root system of the plot was unearthed. By partially revealing the roots, the disappeared (since cut) trees crowns, were symbolically perceptible: ma-
king the exercise here of memory. A poetic and titanic challenge with no specific output. Carried out using field tools such as pickaxes, the stumps were also dug with delicacy: approaching the roots, brushes and 
scrapers were adopted; tools which archaeology uses, also recall this work of memory through excavations. This poetic performance was a contribution. This operation was methodical and collective in scope. The 
visibilisation of the networks of roots testifies to how much life is present and connected. However, this performance also underlined the absence, linking the disappearance of tree trunks and stems to the stumps 
left on the plot. - 5min - Direction, editing, sound: Sara Favriau - Shooting : Joseph Aussavy and Malo Legrand - Video excerpt (clip)  :  https://vimeo.com/784422791

© Joseph Aussavy & Malo Legrand

 https://vimeo.com/784422791


© Joseph Aussavy & Malo Legrand



Une pelouse perçante plus forte qu’un rocher
Exhibition view, SUITE Program (CNAP) - 2021 - Fabrique Pola - ZEBRA 3, Bordeaux - Une pelouse preçante plus forte qu’un rocher, is a 13-minute video dyptic based on the two perfor-
mances : Par terre, une saison bleuie et une lame damassée & Rapidement, je compris que mon mental s’activait à résoudre l’urgence (...), (cf. below in the document). This dyptic calls 
upon the elements water, fire and air, based on two performances. Placed face to face, the videos propose a unique narrative around two activated sculptures. One (a hut) disintegrates 
under the effects of fire, while the other a pirogue) evolves from the continent to an island on the Mediterranean Sea - Direction, editing, sound: Sara Favriau - Shooting: Joseph Aussavy 



© Joseph Aussavy & Antonin Charlet



Par terre une saison bleuie et une lame damassée   (On the ground a blue season and a damask blade)
Performance in the Mediterranean Sea - Villa Noailles & Fondation Carmignac - A tree sails from a peninsula to an island - from a continental forest to an island forest - four miles away. From the port of Niel to the peninsula 
of Giens, to the island of Porquerolles - This vulnerable boat simultaneously embodies the cohesion that exists between apprehension and exploration. The log, hollowed out from the inside, is not carved into the fuselage 
of a boat hull, the bark of the tree trunk is preserved. The tree remains raw. The wood species, the Cedar, is a heritage species of the Mediterranean coast landscape. The cedar is also a species found throughout the world. 
In partnership with the CNAP, the Artists Foundation, the INRAe Avignon, the ONF, the Association of Mediterranean forests, the Salins des Pesquiers, BIP la Partègue.

© Antonin Charlet
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© Joseph Aussavy

A pirogue-tree goes to sea to join an island forest from the mainland. The sculpture is inspired by a Va’a pirogue. A Polynesian skiff: a familiar element that appeals to two imaginations. One is popular (the pirogue), the 
other is chimerical (a tree that sails). Together, they evoke the eternal character of transhumance. The very simple idea of the pirogue is close to that of an expedition navigation, but of fortune, like the raft. 
His navigation symbolically combines the two lungs of the Earth: the oxygen produced by the sea and the CO2 absorbed by the trees of the forests. On this island, a new but still patrimonial and original environment awaits 
him. By this first navigation, the dugout as the tree, that is to say the man and the nature, are in perpetual reminiscence, like the sea. The challenge of selecting a local species (the Atlas cedar), resilient, is a source of 
hope. Indeed, the action, I hope, of sailing on a tree, wishes to deliver a symbolic message of simplicity and living, in every sense of the word. The cedar log comes from a forest in Castres (Forêt domaniale des Soulanes 
De Nore). It is a species that can be found both on the mainland coast and on the island of Porquerolles. It is also the tree mentioned in a Colombian myth about the «beginning of the world» and the creation of the Atrato. 
River that waters the city of Quibdò. Likewise, the cedar is in the line of sight of the DSF (Department of Forest Health) because it presents resilient factors against pathogens, drought and climate change. It is therefore 
both an emblematic species of the Mediterranean and a possible emblem to resist the devastation of forests. On the ground a blue season and a damask blade is first of all a tribute to the living.



Rapidement, je compris que mon mental s’activait à résoudre l’urgence et ! qu’injonction faite à cet état, il ne fallait pas fléchir
 2021 - Performance, Zebra 3, Bordeaux  - At the end of September 2021, a hut, after having rested for two months on the bank of the Garonne, was brought to Bordeaux and burned as close to the river as possible. This fire reactivates one 
of the huts made during the solo exhibition, «the repetition in sum, does not amuse itself with its singular repetition» at the Palais de Tokyo in 2016. Its flames, its ashes, and finally this performance, echo the paradigms of the Douglas fir 
plantation forests of the Morvan - whose soils are being depleted as a result of the cultivation of trees by the timber industry. Indeed, the Douglas fir used to build the hut comes from one of these forests. Douglas fir is mainly produced for its 
mechanical properties and its rapid growth. This makes it one of the first chosen in the wood industry. The burning of the hut, therefore, is both an outlet and a radical operation of destruction of a human building by the element «fire». This 
performance, burning a work of art, but also a precarious habitat such as the hut, highlights: the mega-fires that spread, and the non-perennial status of a work of art, therefore human, in the face of nature’s long time. However, his ashes 
and debris are the elements of an installation, Saison noire n°1 . The capture of this burning is restituted in a film, a piercing lawn stronger than a rock, which symbolises the ritual resurrection of a work of art and of the «forest». In this way, 
this fire is resolutely optimistic.

© Antonin Charlet



© Joseph Aussavy



© Joseph Aussavy



Improvisation sur gammes pentatoniques (Improvisation on pentatonic scales)
Exhibition view, le cran vous déssappe comme un petit ver tout nu (the guts undress you like a naked little worm) - 2022 - La Maison des Arts,Malakoff, F -Improvisation sur gammes pentatoniques, is an installation produced in the space 
of the Maison des Arts from tree branches from the Bois de Boulogne, selected in collaboration with the foresters of the Bois from condemned trees that were dying off. Worked on in situ, the tree branches became sculptures, revealing an 
impression of a second skin (feathers, scales, hair). In a second phase, they were broken up and then, for some of them, assembled with staples. This «straight to the point» work on wood is a direct confrontation with the living: vegetal 
as well as animal or natural as well as cultural. 
Improvisation (...), continues my research into drought and the resurrection of trees. This research was initiated with the works Bacille ou la résurrection (2020) and La griffe (2021), (cf. below in the document) . With this work and La griffe,
I appropriate the practice of Kintsugi (Japanese method of repairing broken ceramics or porcelain) through the use of staples : here, the breaking of the branches as a result of the drought does not mean the end but a transformation - a 
metamorphosis. The beginning of another cycle, perhaps that of use. It is not a question of hiding the repairs, but of bringing them to the fore. Their arrangement follows the direction in which the branches and logs are cut or a random 
order. The staples mark the transgressive repair of the human on the living, which recreates either chaos or care. Indeed, the work raises awareness of both renewal and the scourge of drought. Often discarded, damaged and diseased 
trees, whose mechanical properties are of no interest to exploitation, are paradoxically fundamental to forests. Becoming humus, these decayed trees nourish the soil for the next trees to come.

© Malo Legrand



© Malo Legrand



© Malo Legrand



© Malo Legrand



les-crins
2022 - Une mince fissure dans le mur de l’espace d’exposition, laisse entrevoir une couche de poils, mais de nature végétale : de fins copeaux de bois de Charme. Hybride, entre faune et flore, cette ligne transversale 
s’invite à prendre possession des lieux. Ces copeaux de bois ont été récupéré des sculptures Improvisation sur gammes pentatoniques, dans le soucis d’un travail circulaire. Ceux-ci sont retenus par de grosses agrafes 
forgées à la main. Incarcérées dans le mur, les agrafes contrastent avec la finesse des copeaux. Pourtant, entre le chaud et le froid, le végétal (bois) et le minéral (acier), le bois (feu) est aussi l’énergie nécessaire du 
forgeron et  l’élément clé sans lequel la transformation du minerai de fer en acier ne pourrait se faire.





Saison verte & saison noire n°2 (Green season & black season n°2)
2022 - Exhibition view Si davantage, les animaux se fragmentaient, parlerait-on l’animal, le troupeau, la bête dans des pâturages, d’engorgement de brins verts avec des racines, chimie, semis, enfin de faune pour faire 
des côtelettes? (If animals fragmented further, would we talk about the animal, the herd, the beast in pastures, about clogging green strands with roots, chemistry, sowing, and finally about fauna to make chops?) - Re-
sidency with the Gilbert Martin agricultural high school, twinned with the Rouen Photographic Centre - The exhibition is structured around 3 sets of works : Saison verte & saison noire n°2. These two sets of works echo 
and correspond to Saison verte & saison noire n°1 above in the dossier ( cf. pages 48- 49). These sets are linked to the last one, the work Palingénésie ou prototype pour un arbre ( cf. pages 6-9). A video made from an 
immersive performance in the forest (Beaumont-le-Roger). It is a material temporality that is embodied in two seasons and mirrored by the other, immaterial, medium of video. These seasons have colours: green, through 
chlorophyll, and black, through carbon. The titles of each of these sets underline the renewal.

© Malo Legrand (jus de sylvain)  #3, vue d’exposition



Saison noire n°2 (Black season n°2)
Exhibition view, Si davantage, les animaux se fragmentaient (...) - 2022 - Series of 12 sculptures created with the help of the students of the Gilbert Martin high school - Branches were gleaned from the remarkable tree garden of the 
Domaine d’Harcourt. Fallen on the ground, these branches, before being recovered by the students, started their cycle of disintegration to be transformed into humus. These branches were first cut and sculpted by the students. These 
sculptures were then «fired» in a collective fire. Made from charred debris, this series of 12 sculptures is the project of going in search of the still healthy wood under the carbon, like trying to re-carve a beam after a fire. Paradoxically, 
the fire strengthens and sanitizes the wood, like the effect of a ceramic firing. This gesture evokes circularity and resurrection. This second life and the transformation of the sculptures question the durability of the work after destruction 
and its possible resurrection - Various types of wood - Dimensions variable.

© Malo Legrand



Saison verte n°2  (Green season n°2)
Set of three anthotype works, (sylvan juice) #1 #2 #3, in collaboration with Malo Legrand - Exhibition view, Si davantage, les animaux se fragmentaient (...) - 2022 - These anthotype prints in the following pages are images from the stay in the 
forest of Beaumont-le-Roger, where the performance Palingénésie ou prototype pour un arbre was carried out (cf. pages 6-9). The extracted chlorophyll (digitalis) used to make these anthotypes comes from the same plot of land in the Beau-
mont-le-Roger forest where the Palingenesis or prototype for a tree performance was carried out. With this process, we move away from the photographic process. Here, the transformation process is at work. Photosensitive, these anthotypes 
will gradually fade when exposed to UV light - Above: (sylvain juice) #1 - Collaboration with Malo Legrand - Large anthotype print covered with Japanese paper (Kozo). The sheet that covers it has the double role of protecting it from UV rays 
and revealing it by concealing it - 40 x 60 cm.

© Malo Legrand



(Jus de sylvain) #2  (sylvain juice)
Collaboration with Malo Legrand  - Exhibition view, Si davantage, les animaux se fragmentaient (...) - 2022 - Edition of a «forest to be created» - 20 anthotypes drawn from the forest immersion of the students of the Terminal of the G.Martin 
high school in Neubourg. The booklet embodies both disappearance and rebirth: disappearance of the trees and reappearance of the forest. Paradoxically, the plants gathered on this same plot of land, which were used for the anthotypes, 
are the sign of its regeneration. The edition is housed in a box, concealing and protecting the 20 images. The «clasp» of this box is a fragment of the work Saison noire - Edition bound with Coptic stitching on Japanese paper (Kozo), linen, 
cotton - 15 x 20 cm.

© Malo Legrand



Ciel (sky)
2022 -   Exhibition view, Si davantage, les animaux se fragmentaient (...) - Trace and unique object of the performative 
work Palingénésie ou prototype pour un arbre. Shot of the sky - Inkjet print on bamboo paper, cotton - 35 x 45 cm

© Malo Legrand



Saison verte & saison noire
2021 - Exhibition view Rapidement, je compris que mon mental s’activait à résoudre l’urgence et ! qu’injonction faite à cet état, il ne fallait pas fléchir.
Fabrique Pola - ZEBRA 3, Bordeaux - Green series of 4 anthotypes  - Saison verte & saison noire are two sets of works with green and black colors. These sets are in connection with the work a piercing lawn stronger 
than a rock, composed of two videos facing each other. The works of these sets replay the works and performances that are the leitmotivs of the two videos. A material temporality, embodied by two seasons, which mirror 
the other, immaterial, that is the video medium. These seasons have colors; green, by the chlorophyll, and black, by the carbon. The titles: green season & black season, underline the renewal and are also a wink to the 
title of the pink period & blue period of Picasso; which, by spirit of contradiction, «distrust» of the avant-gardes, but especially humor, designates the timelessness of a current, of a work or of the cycle of the living. 



Saison verte
2021 -Exhibition view.  Rapidement, je compris que mon mental s’activait à résoudre l’urgence (...) -  2021 - Fabrique Pola - ZEBRA 3, Bordeaux
The anthotype is a process of the 19th century, developed and perfected by Mary Somerville, a Scottish writer and scientist. It creates an image from the destruction of plant pigments by the solar spectrum. These prints are images 
taken from the video of the performance of the burning of a hut. They were made in Saudi Arabia, during a residency (with the Royal Commission of Alula (RCU) and the French Agency of Afalula, operated by Poush Manifesto). Chlo-
rophyll from young palm shoots and blue tea flowers growing in the AlUla desert oasis was extracted. The desert, its oasis, the exploration, complete the syncretism of the video work: canoe-hut (see above in the document). This desert 
allowed, in winter (which lacks light in Europe), to reveal these images. With this more subjective process, we move away from the photographic process. These contact prints are more pictorial than photographic. These anthotypes will 
gradually disappear when exposed to UV light. Exposed in all senses of the term, they will alter, supporting the ephemeral but ineluctable cycle of Man and Nature, pointing to the disappearance of a work, and therefore, its durability.



Saison noire n°1
2021 - Vue d’exposition Rapidement, je compris que mon mental s’activait à résoudre l’urgence (...) -  2021 - Fabrique Pola - ZEBRA 3, Bordeaux 
Série de trois sculptures réalisées à partir des débris calcinés d’une cabane brûlée lors d’une performance fin septembre 2021. Le projet a été d’aller rechercher le bois encore sain sous le 
carbone, tenter de retailler une poutre après un feu. Ce geste évoque la circularité et le recyclage. Cette seconde vie, questionne la pérennité de l’œuvre après destruction et sa possible 
résurrection. Au passage, cette réminiscence est aussi un clin d’œil à des formes d’Avant-garde et du Surréalisme.



BELTANE - La balance est au cœur, bancale mais dégourdie, où la raison demeure un souvenir hardi. En pensant au passé comme un printemps radieux, plutôt que le remémorer comme hiver consenti.
Spring 2020 - HD video - 2 min 20 -  Fontainebleau Forest during the lockdown - BELTANE, is a short video made with an iPhone, during the lockdown. The technique here is very basic, linked to the context of the 
pandemic, under constraint and with few means, both with the shooting and editing and with the action taking place. Beltane is a pagan festival. It marks a break in the year, from the dark season to the light season. 
Beltane is the festival of the change of rhythm of life. From the winter rhythm, we move to the summer rhythm. The festival marks this transition both physically and spiritually - with the complicity of Marion Delplancke  
- Shooting : Maud Alpi - Direction, editing, sound : Sara Favriau -  https://vimeo.com/405749447

https://vimeo.com/405749447


Invited by the ONF (National Forestry Agency) for the Forest Festival of île-de-France, 
I chose to divert this invitation into an invisible and discreet project, trying to be as 
close as possible to the forest. I worked on trees that had fallen to the ground and 
were standing but were dying, thus condemned to be cut down. Faced with this free 
field of action, I tried to respond with humility, while having transgressive gestures: 
working on trees still standing, that we represent as alive. The in situ interventions 
are scattered, they merge into the «environment». The work is an immersion for the 
viewer who, by walking, gradually discovers six works drowned in 2000 m2 of a plot 
of land in the forest of Fontainebleau. With more attention, one notices the interven-
tions which evoke for the most part chimerical processes : how to «hybridize» the 
wood, by incising in its depths, planing corollas, attributing to it in this way feathers, 
scales, hairs. Here, nature and culture mix in the heart of the forest. By approaching 
we understand that these «anomalies» come from the hand of a human, finally the 
details close to a goldsmith’s work, all singular, appear. 

Following the example of Land Art, which aestheticizes or sanctuarizes nature, it is a 
question, by these transgressions, of resurrection of trees (condemned). These trees 
are dying as a result of climate change and drought. This work tries to escape and 
free itself from the canons of thought of modernism, while deconstructing the notion 
of territory associated with the forest. These striking gestures are «violent» insofar as 
my intervention reveals the mortality of the individual tree, the casualness of man on 
nature. This ambiguous action, carries in itself its controversy. Tailler la marche, is an 
installation whose invisibility strikes when one discovers it. It points out the imperma-
nence of the forest, the nature, consequently crystallizes the finitude. Paradoxically, 
it attempts, by denaturing it, to bring it back to life.

This intervention, beyond its environmental status, is a double reflection around the 
posture, that of the artist, that of Man. Physical as well as political. It is an ephemeral 
work, the trees are destined to be cut down: this «perishable» character, like its dis-
covery, will create other works, this metamorphosis will arouse other imaginations, 
other fictions. 

tailler la marche (trim the step)
2020 - Forest Festival of île-de-France - Set of interventions and sculptures in situ in the Forest of Fontainebleau - Scots pine, oak.







Cairn ou le cercle vertueux  (Cairn or the Virtuous Circle)
2020 - Villa Noailles  - Three sculpted Aleppo pines are installed in the dovecote of the park of the Villa Noailles. They come from a local forest (Font-Blanche), and were bequeathed by the INRAe. They had been damaged by parasites. 
The production was interrupted by the confinement. The parasites, which already inhabited their hosts, proliferated and continued to devour the Aleppo Pines, during the two months of paralysis. The work was conceived, in movement 
with the living. These caves nibbled by the larvae of bark beetles, inhabited by spiders, woodlice ... became a work in collaboration with this colony of parasites, equal to the density of a megalopolis, under the bark. The logs of Aleppo 
Pines are decayed trees, of «natural» death, they were selected in the forest of Font-Blanche in collaboration with biologist researchers of the INRAe Avignon and the agreement of the ONF. The Aleppo pine is an endemic species of 
the Mediterranean region. These trees are precisely the markers of the stakes of the research of the INRAe Avignon with which I collaborate - 3 Aleppo Pines, 3,60 x 0,35 m each.

© Luc Bertrand



© Luc Bertrand© Luc Bertrand



la redite en somme, ne s’amuse pas de sa répétition singulière (To sum up, repetition does not delight in singular reiteration)
2016 - exhibition view Palais de Tokyo - Composed of an installation of five sculptures-cabanes, like a kind of primitive white-cubes, these cabins hosted works from different disciplines (comics, Cos-
tumes, Wigs, writing, plastic arts); The approach consisted in transforming a personal invitation into a collective invitation, and opening the fields of creation to other fields than that of plastic arts. This 
posture, in fact, questioned the curatorial approach and thus that of the fields of creation; a collaborative transdisciplinarity in short, that I always pursue in my work - Douglas wood, variable dimensions



© André Morin



© André Morin

Works from left to right : Jeremie Paul - Solenne Capmas - Mijin Kim - Cécile Beau - Pia Rondé



© Matthieu Gain

la convoitise (the lust)
2018 - MAC VAL Collection, Museum view. 



rien n’est moins comparable (nothing is less comparable)
2018 - exhibition view, Biennale de Bangkok, Beyond Bliss - 5 (local) logs carved - wood : Teng, Teck, Padouk -  480 x 35 cm each one - The rare species of Thailand are very prized, the forest is protected there since a few 
years. Nearly 70% of their forest has been deforested since the 1940’s, and the demand, especially from China, for choice furniture and luxury wood species is very strong. For decades, the Danes have exported the famous 
teak from the Nordic Design School to Denmark.. The East Asiatic Building where I was exhibiting my installation was precisely the customs office, on the banks of the Chao Phraya River, where the logs of Teak transited before 
taking the sea to the North. – On this occasion, the tree came in the architecture. A parquet floor made from the same species as these trees (Padouk) welcomed the public. The chain of production was thus embodied, from its 
origin to its transformation. The installation is also an invitation to stroll around the city.

© Masahiro Handa #instagram



© Masahiro Handa



Exhibition view - Je pense à une vache volage dans un champ, un peu libre, avec d’autres vaches pour faire des 
fromages. Je n’abandonne pas les chapelles ; pierre grise tu es verte, c’est un but. Je pense à une vache volage 
dans un champ, un peu libre, avec d’autres vaches pour faire des fromages. Je n’abandonne pas les chapelles ; 
pierre grise tu es verte, c’est un but.(I think of a fickle cow in a field, a bit free, with other cows to make cheese. I do 
not abandon the chapels; gray stone you are green, it is an aim.) - 2021 - Galerie Maubert.

marronage (marronage)
2020 -  Thuja, hemp, lead, brass - 0,40 x 0,20 x 0,10 m.



Bacille ou la résurrection (Bacillus or Resurrection)
2020 -Wood collected on the ground in Fontainebleau, in a drought zone where trees fall and die – Bacille ou la Résurrection, induces a relationship between the scientific name of a bacterium (Bacillus, represented in the 
form of a stick) and the notion of life through resurrection. This work is a collection of beech and hornbeam branches, selected from the forest of Fontainebleau during the March 2020 lockdown. Branches were sculpted 
and installed against a wall, according to their size: thus, they become a numerical value, like an issue paper about a natural phenomenon of contamination. Their hairs curiously, give them back life and emotion: the 
bacteria here is neither threatening nor fatalistic, but quite alive. – Bacillus: 1/ a rod-shaped bacterium. 2 / a stick insect genus (phasme) – 200 x 120 x20 cm.





Ah ! L’odieux (the odious)
2021 - Synthetic plaster, grage, acacia, birch, natural rope, steel, strap
20 x 20 x 140 cm.

Exhibition view - Je pense à une vache volage dans un champ, un peu libre, avec d’autres vaches pour faire des fromages (...)
 2021 - Galerie Maubert 



massive, intégrale, absolue (massive, integral, absolute)
2021 - cedar, violet wood - 25 x 20 x 8 cm.



La griffe (the claw)
2021 - Gleaned wood, cedar, beech, hornbeam, plaster - 19 x 52 x 11 cm - 10 x 50 x 3 cm - 3 x 41,5 x 9 cm



Rien (nothing) 
2021 - Horsehair from a violin bow, cedar - 10 x 9 cm
Et rien (and nothing)
2021- Ebony, cedar - 2 x 6,5 x 3,5 cm

Exhibition view - Je pense à une vache volage dans un champ (...) - 2021 - Galerie Maubert.



Le Lit (the bed)
2021 - Collaboration with Tanguy Muller - Contact print from negative, cyanotype on paper.
Edition 1/3 - 2 x 20 x 20 cm

L’effet invisible (invisible effect)
2021 - Collaboration with Vincent Villain - Contact print from negative, cyanotype on paper.
Edition 1/3 - 26,5 x 32 cm



Exhibition view - Je pense à une vache volage dans un champ, un peu libre, avec d’autres vaches pour faire des fromages (...)
2021 - Galerie Maubert 



Tout pareil qu’après (All same as later)
2021 - Lead, hemp, rosewood, pine, birch, violet wood, thuja, brass, synthetic plaster, mirror paper, eucalyptus - 77 x 21,5 x 30,5 cm.



Mandibule (Mandible)
2021 - Hornbeam - 12 x 30 x 4 cm - Chestnut shelf - 40 x 15 cm.



La bête (the beast)
2021 - Hornbeam, synthetic plaster, thuja, horsehair from two violon bows, casein – - 20 x 30 x 40 cm.



L’autoroute (Highway)
2021 -  Pencil on paper. About 20 x 25 cm each drawing



L’ordonnement
2021 -  Pencil on paper. About 20 x 25 cm each drawing

Les végétariens (vegetarians)
2021 -  Pencil on paper. About 20 x 25 cm each drawing



Miel (honey)
2019 - exhibition view at Lace Gallery - Paroxysm of sublime - FLAX, Los Angeles - Honey is the title of a set of «kit pieces» in 2 shipping crates. The two crates that serve as a basis for the exhibition are the 
crates in which the pieces traveled from Paris to Los Angeles and back - Miel, for example, invests the field of art history (J. Beuys), that of geopolitics (the Conquest of the West), but also that of contemporary 
anthropology (modernism - animism - totemism), and finally of the history of science (Darwinism). The installation, composed of 6 works, travels in an autonomous way, is exposed without the presence of its 
creator. Its two transport crates become pedestals and keep the traces of the round trips (in particular that of a first exhibition in Los Angeles during the FLAX residency). The wood species selected - birch, olive 
and holly - were chosen in correspondence with those historically imported into California. The material wood here, as much as the work-luggage, questions the metamorphosis of a form of life into a commodity.



Une voix béante, un genre tandem. C’était la paix ( A gaping 
voice, a tandem genus. It was peace.)
Birch, birch plywood, linen felt, olive tree - varying dimension

Les consciences partielles (Partial consciousness)
Birch, linen felt, brass, rope - varying dimension

Sans fautes (flawless)
Holly - varying dimension



Colonies (colonies)
Rolls of birch bark and felt in olive branch - Olive tree, birch, felt, brass.
Variable dimension

La poule (the hen)
Olive branch, birch, brass, lead, ebony, boxwood, bone, marble.
Variable dimension 

Sans titre (untitled)
Birch, hemp, brass, lead.
variable dimension



mauvais Genres (wrong Genus)
2019 - exhibition view Fort Hervé - Rabat Biennale, Un instant avant le monde  (A moment before the world)
8 columns on ground- black waxed concrete base - Horn, ebony, cedar, palm, plexyglas, raffia, plaster, bone, pigments - variable dimensions.

https://www.biennale.ma/






grimoire (book of spells)
2019 -  exhibition view Palimpseste - La Graineterie.
Mixed media / varying dimension





grandir amplement (largely growing)
2016 - Le Silo, L’échangeur CDC - ephemeral sculpture - 2 tons of compressed plaster powder and whitewash - 260 x 120 x 40 cm
Wall built out of powder, partially collapsed.The wall holds because of its compression and the humidity which is absorbed by the 
plaster powder and the whitewash.





j’ai remonté le temps y avait rien à faire. Les mêmes carrosses en bois à toute allure (I went back in time nothing can be done. The same wooden coaches full speed)
2017 - Castle of Chaumont sur Loire - wood, varying dimension - 9m2 - Series of hanging shacks. The installation was constructed using two 3 meter long fir battens cut by 
hand and then spread throughout the exhibition space, forming a village. This laborious process allows for miniaturisation and the creation of a precarious and fragile cabin. 
The shacks are linked together in a closed circuit.  





© CNEAI =

virgule, ou tout simplement brigands (Comma, or simply robbers) 
2018 - exhibition view - CNEAI= 

© CNEAI =



spectres etc. (spectrums etc.)
2018 - exhibition view - CNEAI= 
Plaster - varying dimension

© CNEAI =



This performance brings together seven performers to essentialize an American mo-
vement: Voguing. Essentialized, because this performance strips this movement of 
its humor, pomp and extravagance. The performers take possession of 1000m2 of 
exhibition space during the opening through several forms of postures and steps. 
In this performance, some of the Voguing’s biases have been taken up again, but 
removed from their claims, because they are taken out of their milieu: the nightclub. 
In this way, it becomes obsolete to convene this current in an institution. This is the 
first idea of the performance, as if to remove the voguing from its attributes and that 
it takes place in silence (pop music with a high sound level usually accompanies the 
Voguing). 
The performance takes place during the opening and uses the opening, Opening, 
which celebrates the work of the artist and the institution that hosts and programs it. 
Invaded by the multiplication of numerous guests, the march to take possession of 
the space reveals the irony of these appointments. To the march, again out of irony, 
to produce austerity and dogma, as opposed to the joyful but no less serious claims 
of the Voguing.
By addition, the rhythmic march is interrupted by the reading of affixed texts of which 
I am the author. This collage is a distant nod to other collages, textual or not, of the 
avant-garde of art history, such as Dadaism. The Voguing becoming at the same time 
an avant-garde by this addition. The transposition of the Voguing in a space of ex-
hibition and «culture», its essentialization also, the evocation of the various Houses 
by summoning different approaches during the performance... walking, silence and 
reading, question the environments, the cultures, the institutionalization of currents 
and the recovery of popular and subversive forms by the elite and cultural milieu (of 
which ironically still, belonging to this milieu, I became its instigator). As for the text, 
its content, like the march, teases a form of authority. Authority engendered by the 
representation, by the interruption and the listening of a narrative, by the surrealist, 
abscone or intimate character of the text... The very simple action of walking, its mo-
vement, concentrates a sum of intertwined and in principle opposing problematics. 

Contre-manifeste (counter-manifest)
2018 -  CNEAI - Voguing performance interspersed with a reading. Choreographed in collaboration 
with a kid from a house - Charles Heranval. Taking of exhibition space during the opening by a silent 
cadenced march of 7 performers - https://vimeo.com/418342510  - Password : contre-manifeste



les belles manières (beautiful manners)
2018 - exhibition view - CNEAI - Casein, bones, mother of pearl, boxwood, 
raffia, olive tree, rosewood, wenge, hemp, ebene, synthetic plaster - 4m2 

© CNEAI =



l’âge allié se ferre de bronze
2018 - exhibition view - CNEAI - Mixed media / varying dimension - Series of 34 sculptures, on a small scale, on a 10m long cyma. These sculptures 
hung in series form an installation. Before approaching the installation, one can see a 10m block with a linear variation, before discovering serial but all 
singular forms. The materials, mineral & organic and their arrangements, embody some kind of fetish or make a nod to certain currents in the history 
of art. The small scale reinforces the symbolic part of each of the sculptures. In this way, art and popular art are intertwined.

© CNEAI =





lyrisme pour composition partielle : C’est un mas d’une grande beauté dans lequel la pierre était infil-
trée de paraboles vertes, plantureuses. Elles ravageaient les fondations, formant un jardin de délices. 
Un plaisir, très vite un supplice de savoir ce présent paraître bientôt, comme un mouton de poussière. 
2019 -  exhibition view Palimpseste - La Graineterie - Plaster - varying dimension.



le triomphe (triumph)
2018 - exhibition view, L’éxagération des propriétés d’un axiome. Exaspérante!  - Maubert Gallery
Plaster and olive wood - varying dimension



gourdins (cudgel)
2016 - red oak tree - 122x 8x 8 cm et 85 x 8x  8cm

en sommeil (dormant)
2016 - synthetic plaster - 90 x 10 x 10 cm



blanche (white)
2018 - exhibition view, L’éxagération des propriétés d’un axiome. Exaspérante!  - Maubert Gallery
Mixed wood - 8 x 8 x 70cm

la brousse est un safari (bush is a safari)
2018 - exhibition view, L’éxagération des propriétés d’un axiome. Exaspérante!  - Maubert Gallery
Purple wood - 40 x 10 cm, H :15 cm



les raisons du sabotage (the reasons for sabotage)
2018 - exhibition view, L’éxagération des propriétés d’un axiome. Exaspérante!  - Maubert Gallery 
Mixed media / varying dimensions



l’idée conjointe (the joint idea)
2018 - exhibition view, L’éxagération des propriétés d’un axiome. Exaspérante! - Galerie Maubert 
synthetic plaster, oak - 20 x 15 cm , H : 110 cm



la faculté d’un probable désaccord entendu (the faculty of a probable understood disagreement)
2015 - 2 diptyques - Synthetic plaster, neon, wood - 50 x 70 x 10cm -  Light box and blister mould.



barbarie (barbarism) 
2016 - Tape print on ceramic tile
synthetic plaster - varying dimension



carnaval (carnival)
2015 - 58 ceramic pieces - 0,20 x 0,20m  each one -  Synthetic plaster, ceramic, aluminium chassis, blister mold and association (transparent 
plastic shell used for conditioning)Consumables become folklore, under anthropomorphic form. A gargoyle mask, as implied by the title “carnival”.





2015 - exhibition view, La houle se déroulant au fracas de la coque ( ... ) je sabrais l’écume -  Galerie Maubert.



hybrides (hybrids)
2015 - 70 micro - sculptures made by sculpting moulded industrial material (polystyrene, plastic pipes, battens…) 
 Synthetic plaster, poplar plywood - Varying dimension.



Madame ou la «contesse», 
2018 - exhibition view, L’éxagération des propriétés d’un axiome. 
Exaspérante! - Galerie Maubert - Ebony, wenge, corozzo, casein, 
bones, brass - 4 x 15 cm

l’aurore (the dawn)
2018 - exhibition view, L’éxagération des propriétés d’un axiome. Exas-
pérante! - Galerie Maubert - Synthetic plaster, ebony, bones, casein, 
brass, purple wood -  varying dimension



à revers, raisonne un degré miroir (from the rear, reasons a mirror degree)
2016 - poplar plywood - 60 x 35 x 120 cm - Poplar plywood is the only material, cut here as if it was a block of stone and conceived as a whole sculpture, 
from the inside and the outside. Plywood is usually used only to laminate. Here, it is laminated, cut, put back together. Its layers create a marquetries. 

© Éric Morin



l’androgyne (the androgynous person)
2016 - concrete and synthetic plaster - varying dimension

le vestibule (vestibule)
2017 - synthetic plaster - 35 x 35 cm, H : 70 cm



les actes reposant sur des choix infernaux (actions relying on infernal choices)
2017 - mixed media - varying dimension



le foyer monumental (monumental household)
2016 - flax and synthetic plaster - varying dimension

sans titre (untitled)
2016 - multiple / variations. 25 «unique» pieces. 
Synthetic plaster, plexiglass - 20 x 10 cm



le miroir (the mirror)
2016 - poplar plywood - altuglass - 70 x 50 cm

© Aurélien Mole



se faisant Echo (echoing)
2016 - mixed media - 8 x 10 cm



une bonne toile et un cornet de pop corn (a good movie and some pop corn)
2015 - pop corn mold on chessboard
Synthetic plaster, lead, poplar plywood - varying dimension 



le choix révolu (the pass choice)
2013 - lead figurine of Milou, Tintin’s dog (‘objectif moon”)
Concrete, wood, tape - varying dimension - H: 60cm



Drawings series 
2013 / 2015 - Quill, felt pen - 50x 65cm



apnée (apnea) - 2014



les vacarmes sont soustraits (rackets are subtracted) - 2014 
 



la mémoire (memory) - 2014    



dédale (Daedalus) - 2014    


